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Believe that success is achieved through flexibility, focus, and on-time delivery of 
expected results.

EXPERIENCE

Associate. Title Processor
ABC Corporation - 2002 – 2005

 Responsible for ordering abstracts, preparing binders and handling an
average workload of deals per month.

 Initiated a marketing campaign consisting of outbound calls to 
national and regional lenders.

 Primary customer service contact for our abstractors and lenders and 
Integral part of the set up of the satellite office.

 Received new contracts, created a new file, data entry, worked 
closely with from lenders, and attorneys.

 Preparing the docs for closing, settlement statements, Quit Claim 
Deeds, Warranty Deeds, releases, etc.

 Ensured the timely and accurate packaging of all loans originated by 
loan officers.

 Working closely with the buyer, sellers, mortgage brokers, real estate 
agents, and fellow title companies.

Associate.Title Processor 
ABC Corporation - 2001 – 2002

 Was solely responsible for preparing and organizing closings.
 Prepared files, retrieved taxes, ordered abstracts for title opinions, 

cleared the title work and delivered it to the closer for review.
 Was in charge of all correspondence regarding the file until closing 

was set.
 Was also liable for distributing all in coming calls.
 The information that was received was entered into the company 

software and utilized by a remote office.
 Was also accountable for handling the money for the closing and 

assisting in approval of closing and shipping of paperwork.
 In addition, I was responsible for many miscellaneous duties such as 

supplies, shipping, machine maintenance, etc.

EDUCATION

 Diploma
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SKILLS

Microsoft office, Word, Peoplesoft, Dentrix.
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